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AEAS_4-6 年级词汇真题之五 

Section 1 

1. He finished _____ in the 1,500-meter run.

A. champion    B. championship   C. first     D. No. one 2. He has been asked to account _

____ his absence. A. for    B. on    C. of   D. about  

3. He has failed me so many times that I no longer place any _____ on what he promises.

A. faith     B. belief    C. credit   D. reliance 4. He is _____ the run from the police. A. in 

 B. off    C. on   D. after 

5. He is an artist with seemingly unlimited _____. A. creativity    B. creature   C. creation

D. creative 6. He knows the rules but does not know how to ______ it. A. control   B. di

rect   C. apply   D. run 

7. He made a ____ inspection of the doors and the windows before leaving. A. slowly    B

. leisurely   C. carefully   D. seriously 

8. He made such a _____ contribution to the university that they are naming one of the ne

w building after him.  

A. genuine   B. minimum   C. modest   D. generous 9. He must have had an accident, or h

e _____ then.  

A. would have been here   B. had to be here   C. should be here D. would be here  

10. He often sat in a small bar drinking considerably more than _____. A. he was in good

 health    B. his health was good C. his good health was  D. was good for his health 

11. He pointed out that the living standard of urban and _____ people continued to impro

ve.  

A. remote     B. municipal    C. rural    D. provincial 

12. He said nothing at all, but his eyes spoke _____ him. A. for     B. up    C. out    D. aga

inst 13. He took me _____ task for not doing it. A. into     B. upon     C. to    D. on 14. He

 used examples to _____ his argument.  

A. strengthen    B. increase    C. fix   D. underline 15. He was here _____ the stroke. A. in

 B. on    C. with   D. to 

16. He was one of the greatest writers _____ had ever lived. A. who   B. which    C. that

D. as 

17. He would try to ingratiate himself _____ his clients in order to earn more money.

A. into   B. with    C. for    D. from 

18. Her address made a great impression _____ the audience. A. at   B. of    C. in   D. on

19. Here is one of the most interesting novels that _____ been published _____ the war.

A. has ... after    B. have ... after    C. have ... since   D. has ... since 

20. His companions have threatened to _____ his crimes to the police. A. impose   B. exp

ress    C. enclose   D. expose 
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section 2: matching 

essential  

promotion     marketing 

drug company  pharmaceutical company 

moral      ethical 
chemical  

persistent 
normal 
above ordinary 

Approximately  around 

Adults     men and women  

maternal 
Profit  benefit 
legal  authorized 

literacy  cultivation 

escalate 

programme    
infant       explicit 
touching      kids 
unforgettable  campaign 
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